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Overview

Intro
• What is your level of experience using TracDat?

Why
• Why is disaggregation useful?

What
• What does disaggregated SLO data tell us?

How
• How can you disaggregate SLO data at your institution?
• What are the steps to disaggregate SLO data?

Objs.
• Attendees will identify steps necessary to develop a process at their college.
• Attendees will understand the benefits of disaggregating SLO data.



What is your experience level using 
TracDat?

Level of 
Experience Description

A Advanced: I know how to check personnel list(s) and create, 
update, and upload all sorts of information.

B Intermediate: I use TracDat for some very specific things, 
but I get lost sometimes if I go outside my comfort zone.

C Novice: I’ve logged in and taken a look around.

D Basic: I’m pretty sure I can login to TracDat.

E Lost: Track what??



What is your campus role?

Response Description

A Administrator (Dean, Vice President, etc.)

B Classroom faculty

C Counseling faculty

D Researcher type

E Other



• What kinds of conversation around 
disaggregating SLOs have you had at 
your campus?

• What is your level of experience 
disaggregating SLOs?



Why disaggregate SLO data? 
Seems Like a Lot of Effort!



Why disaggregate SLO data?

• Meaningful SLOs
• Standards
• Equity
• Supports action research and faculty inquiry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask audience



Meaningful SLOs
"We plan. We develop. We deliver. We assess and evaluate the 
results of the assessment. We revise, deliver the revised material, 
and assess and evaluate again. Perfection is always just out of 
reach; but continually striving for perfection contributes to keeping 
both our instruction fresh and our interest in teaching piqued."
-E.S. Grassian

“If we have to assess, let’s make it meaningful to improve student 
success.” 
–IVC English faculty member

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To effectively assess learning outcomes at the college level, we want to examine the data in a new way—not just by demographic characteristics, but beyond the frequently implemented assessment method of grades, whether for assignments or exams. In a recent CCRC publication…This is exactly the same line of thinking among the IVC English department. English faculty have been collecting student unit record data since 2011 (at least). They have questions that they want to ask and answer regarding student learning and this seemed to a good way to get results. 



ACCJC Standard I.B.6

“The institution disaggregates and analyzes learning outcomes 
and achievement for subpopulations of students. When the 
institution identifies performance gaps, it implements strategies, 
which may include allocation or reallocation of human, fiscal and 
other resources, to mitigate those gaps and evaluates the 
efficacy of those strategies.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What categories should we be focusing on? Varies by local community?“Proof of concept” 



Student Equity

• Student Equity Planning
– Disaggregating SLOs by Student Equity Plan subpopulations has potential 

to inform targeted interventions
– By examining SLOs, can address WHO is disproportionately impacted as 

well as WHY
• Identify specific skills and competencies that need additional work

• Course Completion 
– Downstream results
 Degree and Certificate Completion and Transfer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though not required in Student Equity Plans, disaggregating SLOs certainly ties into the course completion success indicator. In order to increase course completion among disproportionately impacted students, we need to assess at the course level which student populations are struggling. Increasing course completion among disproportionately impacted students is one of the essential factors colleges need to address in order to ultimately increase degree and certificate completion as well as transfers to four-year institutions.



Acceleration, Online, etc.

• Are there differences in SLOs between students taking 
accelerated courses in transfer-level English and Math and 
students taking the traditional sequence? (requires SUR)

• Are there differences in SLOs between online versus face-to-
face courses? (Section level disaggregation)

• Other comparisons?



IVC’s English Department

Primary trait essay rubric with six components
1. Unity / Focus
2. Development / Support / Elaboration
3. Coherence / Organization
4. Style
5. Conventions of Standard Written English
6. Conventions of Manuscript Citation and Format

• Each component scored on a six point scale where a four or 
higher meets standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how is the English department conducting more meaningful course student learning outcomes? Years ago after extensive research and literature reviews, the English Dept developed a departmental primary trait essay rubric for diagnostic assessment purposes as part of a multiple measures assessment process. In 2012, the English department revised the original rubric so that it would focus on these six traits—unity/focus, etc. This rubric is used by the entire English department, with slight variations between English writing, creative writing, and literature rubrics. 



Disaggregating SLOs by path into 
College English
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Six Components of Essay Rubric

SLO Mastery by Mode of Entry for College English

Traditional Accelerated
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Asian students have relatively lower pass rates for “Style” and “Standard 
Written English Conventions” SLOs

- ESL related?
- Focused Supplemental Instruction?



Disaggregating SLO assessment results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Latino and Black students have different patterns of outcomes in transfer-level English depending on which pathway they took in to the course. Latino students are meeting the standard in higher numbers when they enter via the traditional development sequence whereas Black students meet the standard in much higher numbers when they enter transfer-level English from the accelerated pathway. Only disaggregated SLOs at the student unit record level are able to show this level of detail and nuance.



What does the process of 
disaggregating SLOs look like?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Infographic available on the PLN: https://prolearningnetwork.cccco.edu/



Professional 
Learning Network

A dynamic repository of effective practices, trainings and 
other resources (https://prolearningnetwork.cccco.edu/) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLN is intended to be:A resource of effective practices in the following areas:Integrated PlanningDisaggregation of DataStrategic Enrollment ManagementGuided PathwaysResource AllocationGovernanceIt is intended to include:A template for implementing promising practices within the confines of the institution (examples and models for moving effective practices through local processes)

https://prolearningnetwork.cccco.edu/


1. Chair Requests that rosters be 
loaded into TracDat



2.a. Researcher Loads Rosters



2.b. Researcher Loads Rosters



2.c. Researcher Loads Rosters



3. Chair Uses TracDat to assign rosters 
to individual faculty members



4.a. Enter SLO assessment data



4.b. Enter SLO assessment data



5. Extracts rosters with SLO data



5. Research extracts rosters with SLO 
data

Exports SLO data as CSV file



6. Research merges SLO data with 
other data sources

• Demographic data:
– Ethnicity
– Gender
– Special population status (EOPS, Foster youth, Veteran, etc.)

• Academic Outcomes
– Grades in course
– Grades in future courses in sequence
– GPA
– Units earned
– Degree/Transfer



7. Conduct analyses on merged 
data set



8. Share disaggregated SLO data 
reports with faculty



Was it worth the effort?



Questions?



For further info contact:

• Lisa Wang (lwang@ivc.edu)
• Jared Lessard (jlessard@ivc.edu)
• The entire IVC English Department!

mailto:lwang@ivc.edu
mailto:jlessard@ivc.edu
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